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Theme 
This is a detective fiction dealing with the account of the jailbreak by Evans, a criminal, who 

was an expert in mg from prison. The story deals with his smartness, foresight and planning his 

escape. With his meticulous planning and keen observation, Evans outsmarts the prison 

authorities. The story deals with the clever escape Evans and the Governor’s pursuit to catch 

him. Evans, with his ready wit and charm, proves at the end that things are not what they seem 

to be’ and we should not jump to the conclusions hastily. 

Justify the title of Evans Tries an O-Level 

Justification of Title 

The term `O-Level’ in the story refers to the basic test. This examination is at the centre of 

Evans’ successful escape. It is in the guise of taking the 0-level exam in German that Evans 

plans and executes his escape successfully. Conducting the 0-level examination by the prison 

authorities gave Evans the chance to make a successful exit from the prison. It is also the 

question paper of this examination that helped the Governor track Evans at the Golden Lion 

from where Evans makes his final successful escape by fooling the Governor. 

It is a hint at the preparations that Evans had taken to make his escape successful. The title is 

appropriate. 

CHAPTER NUTSHELL 

Precautions taken to prevent Evans’ escape  
1.Evans in a solitary room – incommunicado. 

2.Cell checked. 

3. Nail file and scissors taken out. 

4. A priest as an invigilator. 

5. McLerry’s bag checked. Pen knifewas taken away. 

6. Initially guard in the cell. Later when outside, checking on Evans after every minute or two 

minutes. 

7. Cell bugged and letting Evans see it so there would be no attempt to escape. 

8. All messages or phone calls to go via the Governor. 

9. Well guarded with all officers on alert; two locked doors between Evans’ cell and the yard, 

which had a high wall. 

 Mistakes made by the Prison Authorities 
Despite knowing that Evans was always breaking out of jail and although they suspected he 

would try to break out again, the prison authorities still made many mistakes. 

1. The validity of the German tutor not checked. 



2. Evans allowed to sit for an exam knowing he wasn’t academically inclined and not checking 

whether he had learnt any German at all. 

3. Letting Evans see the name of the invigilator on the form. 

Jackson’s mistakes: 
(i) Not taking more precautions in verifying the invigilator’s identity despite knowing Evans 

knew his name. 

(ii) Letting Evans wear the cap for good luck. 

(iii) Allowing McLeery to take the rubber tube inside. 

Stephen’s Mistakes: 
(i) Not going into the cell despite seeing that Evans was just sitting there not writing at all. 

(ii) Not verifying the Governor’s phone call. 

(iii) Despite seeing that McLeery looked slimmer while going out, not checking him. 

Governor’s mistakes: 
(i) Appointing Stephens, a new guard, to guard Evans. 

 (ii) Allowing Stephens to move out of the cell when Evans protested. 

 (iii) Letting Evans know that the cell was bugged. 

(iv) Letting the Examination Board phone call go through without verifying its authenticity. 

 (v) Letting Evans wear a blanket. 

(vi) Knew how shrewd Evans was but believing he had left the correction paper behind by 

mistake and believing the information in it. 

 (vii) Calling for the police,not the ambulance. 

(viii) In the end, letting Evans escape a second time in a van without verifying the guards 

despite knowing how conniving Evans was. 

7.Everyone just accepted Stephens’ belief that the man in the cell was McLeery as he was 

bleeding and did not check his wounds. 

8.Getting fooled by Evans pretending to be McLeery although everyone knew Evans was a 

good mimic. 

 Reasons for Evans’ Success 
1.A very well thought out innovative plan which was brilliantly conceived and excellently 

executed: 

 (i) Knew no one would stop him from studying or taking an exam so used that as an excuse. 

 (ii) Took time to implement the plan; no hurry. 

 (iii) Every aspect of the plan made foolproof — clothes being brought in, call for correction, 

blood in the tube. 

(iv) Did not do the obvious- escape during recreation. 

2.His own character: 

3.An excellent judge of people and knew how to deal with them: 

(i) Played on Jackson’s compassion — cap 

(ii) Used Stephen’s ego — walk McLeery to gate 

 (iii) Knew Governor was fair — asked Stephens to go out; even permission for the exam. 

(iv) Understood how people took things for granted — would believe a bleeding man would be 

McLeery,not Evans — no checking done of tutor or invigilator. 

 (v) Knew everyone would be too flustered to check the wounded man’s injuries. 

1. Good mimic — Scottish accent. 

2. Presence of mind — using a blanket to change. 

3. Had self-control — even when Jackson baited him. 



4. Alert — saw invigilator’s name. 

5. Good supportive friends. 

6. Earlier experience in jail and at escaping. 

Reasons for Readers Support of Evans 
1. Not evil; harmed no one; likeable; good humoured. 

2. Underdog; so sympathy with him. 

3. Excellent plan; deserved to win; too many mistakes made by authorities. 

4. Admire one man making the authorities look foolish. 

5. When caught took his defeat supporting. 

 Governor’s Character 
1. Good; allowed Evans to sit for the exam. 

2. Cautions; took all safety measures. 

3. Fair, despite misgivings, complied with Evans requests 

4. Intelligent; understood he had been duped. 

5. Simple; didn’t realize the extent of the deception. 

6. Gullible; as Evans fools him again at the end. 

 

Gist: Evans a kleptomaniac was imprisoned thrice and all the time escaped from the prison. 

Now he was in the prison for the fourth time and all of a sudden desired to appear in O‐level 

German Examination which also was an effort to break the prison. - The Governor takes utmost 

care to see that he would not be fooled. Every care was taken to make Evans prepare for the 

exam. - He was tutored by a German tutor for 6 months. The day before the exam the tutor 

wishes good luck but makes it clear that he had hardly any ‘chance of getting through.’ But 

Evans gives an ironical twist to the tutor’s observation by saying -‘I may surprise everybody.’ - 

On the day of the exam Jackson and Stephens visited Evans’ cell and took away everything that 

may help him injure himself. It was insisted to take away the hat but Evans refused saying that 

it was lucky charm. – Evans’ cell was bugged so that the Governor could himself listen to each 

and every conversation in the cell. The invigilator Rev. S. McLeery too was searched and left 

him to complete the task. Stephen sitting outside the cell every now and then peeped into the 

cell. - The exam went on smoothly.  

 

Stephen escorted the invigilator to the main gate and looked into Evans’ cell and found the 

invigilator (actually Evans) wounded, informed the Governor. The latter was to be hospitalized 

but informed that he was alright and asked them to follow Evans. Thus he escaped the prison.  - 

When the invigilator was not found in the hospital they went to the residence of Rev. S. Mc 

Leery only to find him ‘bound and gagged in his study in Broad Street’. He has been there, 

since 8.15 a.m. Now everything was clear to the Governor. - Evans escaped the prison the 

fourth time. But by taking the hint from the question paper the Governor reached the hotel 

where Evans was and captured him and came to know how he planned his escape and said that 

his game was over. Evans surrenders himself to the Governor. - The Governor tells Evans they 

would meet soon. - The moment they are rid of the Governor, the so called prison officer‐a 



friend of Evans‐unlocks the handcuffs and asks the driver to move fast and Evans tells him to 

turn to Newbury. Evans, thus, has the last laugh. 

 

Short Answer Questions:  

1. What kind of a person was Evans? 

Evans was a ‘Kleptomaniac’ and had broken jail thrice. He was a master planner and was very 

sociable. He knew how to keep intimate contacts with people. In the words of the Governor, he 

was a pleasant sort of chap with no record of violence. 

2. Do you think Evans’ statement, ‘I may surprise everybody,’ has some 

special significance? 

Evans seems to be telling his teacher that he may surprise everybody by doing well in the 

exam, but in reality it is a forewarning that he is going to jolt everybody by his master‐minded 

perfect escape. 

3. Who were the two visitors Evans received in the morning of the day of his exam? 

The two visitors ‐‐Mr. Jackson, the senior prison officer of the prison’s D Wing‐‐ man called 

Stephens, who had been only recently recruited. 

4. Why did the Governor instruct Jackson to search McLeery? 

The Governor asked Jackson to search McLeery, the invigilator, just in case he has brought 

something unwittingly which might prove to be a weapon that Evans could use and try 

escaping from prison. 

5 .Why did Evans drape a blanket round his shoulder? What did Stephens think about it? 

In between intervals of Stephens’ peeping into the cell, Evans was changing into the Parson’s 

dress to look like McLeery. So, in order to conceal his effort to keep them in place, Evans 

draped a blanket round his shoulder. Stephens was misled into believing that Evans was feeling 

cold. 

7. In spite of strict vigilance, how did Evans’ friend manage to give the material 

for disguise in the cell? 

Despite all vigilance, Evans’ friend disguised as McLeery, the invigilator, managed to smuggle 

the disguised material into the cell. He came wearing two parson’s dresses with black fronts 

and collars. Apart from it he also brought an extra pair of spectacles. 

All this was passed on to Evans when Stephens’ vigilant eyes were away from the peephole. 

8. What did Stephens see, when he peeped through the hole of the cell of Evans after 

leaving McLeery at the main gate of the prison? 

(Ans) Stephens thought of looking at Evans once again after leaving McLeery at the main gate. 

He saw a terrible sight. He saw a man with short hair presumably McLeery in a pool of blood 

sprawling back in Evans’ chair. 

9. How did McLerry want to help the police? 

(Ans) The injured McLeery said that he knew where Evans was. He wanted to accompany the 

police in finding Evans. He insisted that he did not need to be hospitalized as he was all right. 



He showed the question paper to the Governor to impress upon him that Evans had befooled 

everybody. 

10. What important clues were hidden in the German Question paper? 

(Ans) There was a photocopied sheet hidden in the German question paper. It was very cleverly 

pasted on the last blank sheet of the question paper. It had instructions written in German. It 

read: follow the plan. The vital point in time was three minutes before the end of the 

examination. He was not to hit the person hard and overdo the scot accent. He was to move the 

Headington round about and then make way to Newbury. 

11. Where was the real McLeery? 

(Ans) The real Rev. McLeery was gagged and tied in his room since 8:15 am. The two men 

visited McLeery in the morning. They gagged him and tied him in his study. Since 8:15 in the 

morning, the real McLeery had been in his own house. It was Evans accomplice who had come 

as McLeery to the examination centre. 

12. What was the significance of the two phone calls the Governor received after a 

quarter of an hour of the start of the examination? 

(Ans) The first phone call was made by the Assistant Secretary of the Examination Board. It 

was regarding a correction slip for the German paper that Evans was writing. The word 

‘Golden Lion’ was to be used in place of ‘Golden Lowe’. The second call came from the 

Magistrate’s Court. They needed a prison van and a couple of prison officers for a remand case. 

13. How did the prison machinery swing into action? What did they overlook? 

(Ans) Prison officers started shouting orders as soon as they discovered that Evans had 

escaped. Sirens were blown. Puzzled prisoners pushed their way along and doors were banged 

and bolted. Phones were ringing everywhere. Jackson and Stephens supported McLeery on 

either side and brought him to the prison yard. The identity of the injured ‘McLeery’ remained 

unchecked. 

14. What did the Governor think of Evans and his plan after ringing up Detective Chief 

Inspector Bell? 

(Ans) The Governor admired clever Evans and his beautifully laid plan. He also commented on 

Evans’ carelessness in leaving behind the question paper. He said that all criminals got caught 

because they left important clues behind. He was sure that they would soon be able to catch 

Evans and put him in prison once again. 

15. What two purposes did the correction slip serve? Which of them did Evans consider 

more important? 

(Ans) The correction slip revealed the name of the hotel and its location. He had to go to 

‘Golden Lion’. It also contained the exact time the exam started. For Evans, it was an important 

thing that the phone rang just before the exam finished. Thus he was able to get the prison 

officers out of the way for a couple of minutes. 

16. What did Evans’ own hair look like? How then did he impersonate Mc Leery? 



(Ans) Evans’ hair was long and wavy while Mc Leery had closely clipped hair, almost next to 

the scalp. Jackson had removed Evans’ scissors, so he had to remove his hair off with razor. 

After that he kept his head covered with a bobble hat to prevent being noticed. 

17. How did the Governor of Oxford Prison locate the hiding place of Evans? 

(Ans) The Governor told Evans that he had used the same method as Evans had done. The six 

figure reference 313/271 was formed by two hints- Index number 313 and centre number 271. 

If one takes an Ordinance Survey Map for Oxfords hire, this number lands are bang in the 

middle of Chipping Norton. 

18. What request did the Secretary of the Examination Board receive from the Governor 

of Oxford Prison? 

(Ans) The Governor of Oxford Prison’s request was to create an examination centre in the 

prison for one candidate named James Roderick Evans who wanted to appear in O Level 

German Examination to be held on June 8. 

19. What enquiry did the Secretary of the Examination Board make about Evans? 

(Ans) The Secretary of the Examination wanted cursory details about the examinee regarding 

his nature. He wanted to know if Evans was a violent sort of a person. He was told that there 

was no record of violence. 

20. Who met Evans on the eve of the examination? What does this brief interview reveal? 

(Ans) Mr. Jackson and Mr. Stephens visited Evans on the morning of the Examination. They 

visited him to ensure that he did not have any weapon with him. Evans was called Evans the 

Break as he had escaped from Prison three times. 

 

Long Answer Questions: 

1. Give an account of the blunders committed by the prison authorities which resulted in 

making Evans’ escape-plan a success. 

Prison authorities had made foolproof arrangements to foil any escape efforts by Evans – yet – 

escapes successfully -  officers’ vigilance could have checked this jail break – hatching of the 

escape plan starts with – German tutor’s entry – nobody bothers to verify – McLeery 

credentials also not verified properly, Examination day – Jackson’s not getting Evans’ bobble 

hat removed – blunder – had Stephens not been shifted from the cell, the escape could have 

been foiled – Jackson should have searched properly McLeery – rubber ring – closer look –

thorough examination of the wounded man would have checked – Superintendent Carter’s 

complacency and the Governor’s inefficiency and casual approach – unpardonable – after 

recapturing – Governor should have personally accompanied him to jail – rather than entrusting 

– to van occupants. 

2. What were the precautions taken for the smooth conduct of the examination? 

Evans already escaped – three earlier occasions – always a lurking fear – make another attempt 

to escape –all possible precautions taken – O level German Examination arranged – didn’t 

provide – means of escape – Governor personally monitored – security arrangements – heavily 

guarded Recreational Block – expected to make another escape – cell thoroughly checked –



Jackson – ward off the possibility of the presence of an incriminating material which might 

hamper the smooth conduct of the examination – nail scissors, nail file and razor – taken away 

–kept a strict watch on the activities of the cell during the examination – police officer Stephens 

posted to keep a constant vigil – invigilator – carried no objectionable material  

************************* 

 


